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ABSTRACT
OpenProt (www.openprot.org) is the first proteogenomic resource supporting a polycistronic annotation model for eukaryotic genomes. It provides a
deeper annotation of open reading frames (ORFs)
while mining experimental data for supporting evidence using cutting-edge algorithms. This update
presents the major improvements since the initial release of OpenProt. All species support recent NCBI
RefSeq and Ensembl annotations, with changes
in annotations being reported in OpenProt. Using
the 131 ribosome profiling datasets re-analysed by
OpenProt to date, non-AUG initiation starts are reported alongside a confidence score of the initiating
codon. From the 177 mass spectrometry datasets reanalysed by OpenProt to date, the unicity of the detected peptides is controlled at each implementation.
Furthermore, to guide the users, detectability statistics and protein relationships (isoforms) are now reported for each protein. Finally, to foster access to
deeper ORF annotation independently of one’s bioinformatics skills or computational resources, OpenProt now offers a data analysis platform. Users can
submit their dataset for analysis and receive the results from the analysis by OpenProt. All data on
OpenProt are freely available and downloadable for
each species, the release-based format ensuring a

continuous access to the data. Thus, OpenProt enables a more comprehensive annotation of eukaryotic genomes and fosters functional proteomic discoveries.
INTRODUCTION
Genome annotations are the cornerstones of all research endeavours as they define the proteomic landscape. In the face
of such a crucial role, they enforce data-driven and arbitrary
criteria to reduce spurious annotations to a minimum (1–
3). For example, annotations are limited to open reading
frames (ORFs) longer than 100 codons, a single coding sequence per transcript and an ATG start codon, excepted for
previously characterized examples. These criteria substantially shape and limit the exploration of the proteome (1,4–
6) and an ever-increasing number of studies report the need
for deeper ORF annotation to better explore and understand cellular mechanisms (1,7–9). With the development
of ribosome profiling (10), a technique to detect translation events throughout the genome, inaccuracies from current annotations have been experimentally proven (8,11–
15). Building on ribosome profiling data, several small ORF
repositories have been published to foster the functional
characterization of these previously overlooked ORFs (16–
18). These repositories have greatly participated in the incorporation of small ORFs in genome annotations (1,16).
Yet, because they rely sometimes exclusively on ribosome
profiling data analyses, these repositories suffer from the
technical biases inherent to the experiment. This may hin-
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der the detection of overlapping ORFs or ORFs in lowabundance transcripts or in repetitive regions (1,10,19,20).
Furthermore, the accuracy of the detection of isoforms may
vary depending on the algorithm used to mine the data (21–
23).
Using a different approach, OpenProt (24) first predicts
all possible ORFs within the transcriptome retrieved from
two annotations [NCBI RefSeq (25) and Ensembl (26)] and
then gathers supporting evidence. The prediction pipeline
does not enforce a maximal length threshold, although it
does filter for a minimal length of 30 codons and an AUG
initiating codon. The predicted encoded proteins are then
categorized as follows: RefProt or reference proteins are
known proteins annotated in NCBI RefSeq (25), Ensembl
(26) and/or UniProt (27); novel isoforms are unannotated
proteins with a significant sequence identity to a RefProt
from the same gene; and AltProts are unannotated proteins with no significant identity to a RefProt from the same
gene. Finally, to assert confidence of the predicted proteins,
OpenProt retrieves evidence for each annotated protein.
These are in silico evidence (conservation and prediction of
functional domains) and experimental evidence (translation
evidence from ribosome profiling data and expression evidence from mass spectrometry (MS) data). OpenProt thus
offers a deep annotation of the genome of 10 species, identifying novel isoforms and novel proteins in an unbiased yet
data-driven manner.
The initial release of OpenProt provided a much needed
resource for functional proteomic discoveries (7,28–32) and
was the first proteogenomic resource supporting a polycistronic model of annotation for eukaryotic genomes (24).
Here, we present an update of the OpenProt database incorporating the re-analysis of an additional 63 MS datasets
and 44 ribosome profiling datasets, for a total of 177 and
131 datasets, respectively. This increase in the number of
analysed datasets demonstrates the constant growth of the
OpenProt resource. However, it does not constitute the core
of this update. In this release, OpenProt implemented the
transition to the latest annotations from NCBI RefSeq and
Ensembl, the annotation of non-AUG initiation sites from
ribosome profiling datasets, the incorporation of a timeindependent quality control of the unicity of detected peptides and the annotation of protein identities within a gene
(isoform prediction). Additionally, OpenProt website was
upgraded to a more user-friendly interface and it now provides a platform for users to submit their datasets for reanalysis with the OpenProt pipeline. This platform aims to
grant access to a deeper ORF annotation for data analysis
to the wider community, independently of bioinformatics
skills or computational resources. With a user-friendly and
interactive interface, OpenProt (www.openprot.org) aims to
foster discoveries of functional yet currently non-annotated
proteins (Figure 1; Supplementary Material S1).
DATABASE CONTENT UPDATES
Genome annotations for ORF prediction
Genome annotations are constantly evolving, inserting
novel transcripts, discarding others and updating annotations of coding sequence. Although most changes are minor
from one release to the next, they do accumulate over time
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Figure 1. The OpenProt (v1.6) proteogenomic resource. OpenProt pipeline
(dark blue arrows) contains two main features: prediction (on the left,
blue) and evidence retrieval (middle, green). OpenProt enforces a polycistronic model of eukaryotic genes contrary to the actual dogma of one
CDS per transcript. It retrieves all possible ORFs from transcripts annotated in NCBI RefSeq and/or Ensembl (ORF prediction, blue). The ORFencoded proteins are then categorized as follows: RefProt if already annotated in NCBI RefSeq, Ensembl and/or UniProt; novel isoforms of known
CDS (II accessions); or novel alternative proteins (IP accessions). All predicted proteins are available on the OpenProt website (www.openprot.org).
Furthermore, OpenProt retrieves supporting evidence for all proteins from
MS, ribosome profiling, protein conservation, functional domain prediction and related proteins. All data are inserted in the OpenProt resource
and freely available to the community (yellow arrow). OpenProt also allows data submission by users for analysis using the OpenProt pipeline
(purple dashed arrows). The results are then returned to the users and inserted in OpenProt at the next release (purple dashed arrows). With a symbiotic behaviour between the scientific community, linking experimental
data, bioinformatics resources and deep ORF annotation, OpenProt participates in the implementation of novel, experimentally supported proteins in genome annotations and protein databases (red arrows).

(3,33). The initial release of OpenProt was based on genome
annotations from December 2015 for each species (24).
These were updated to the latest release for each species
as of January 2019. This major update necessitated an entire re-run of the OpenProt pipeline (Supplementary Material S1). For example, in humans alone 9873 messenger
RNAs (mRNAs) and 2520 non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs)
from the NCBI RefSeq annotation, and 1087 mRNAs and
371 ncRNAs from the Ensembl annotation were discarded
or had their sequence changed. In parallel, 13 833 novel
mRNAs and 2146 novel ncRNAs were included in the latest release of NCBI RefSeq, and 5970 novel mRNAs and
4884 novel ncRNAs in that of Ensembl. Consequently, 4256
RefProts from the NCBI RefSeq annotation and 2785 for
Ensembl were discarded or had their amino acid sequence
changed, while 4428 RefProts were added from NCBI RefSeq and 7182 from Ensembl. Genome assemblies, annotation releases and the associated number of predicted coding
sequences for the OpenProt update are listed in Table 1.

Table 2. OpenProt fosters annotation of novel isoforms and novel proteins

488 956
237 869
430 423
235 193
206 430
126 350
207 822
73 651
63 340
10 230

IP #
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H. sapiens
P. troglodytes
M. musculus
R. norvegicus
B. taurus
O. aries
D. rerio
D. melanogaster
C. elegans
S. cerevisiae S288c

Predicted novel
isoform (OP v1.3),
now RefProt
(OP v1.6) (#)

Total
changes
(#)

69
268
28
0
98
0
155
1
8
0

736
1702
150
0
269
0
661
1
51
0

805
1970
178
0
367
0
816
2
59
0

OP = OpenProt; v1.3 = OpenProt version 1.3 [annotations from December 2015 (24)]; v1.6 = current OpenProt version (annotations from January
2019); RefProt = currently annotated protein; novel isoform = novel isoform of known protein; AltProt = novel protein from an alternative ORF.
Ref = currently annotated protein (RefProt); II = novel isoforms of known protein; IP = novel protein from alternative ORF (AltProt).

68 612
14 308
40 870
7872
11 382
6339
11 896
2125
3034
28
134 477
79 070
87 339
51 662
67 753
30 283
68 272
22 058
28 516
6615
GRCh38.p12
Pan tro 3.0
GRCm38.p6
Rnor 6.0
ARS-UCD1.2
Oar v3.1
GRCz11
Release 6 plus ISO1 MT
WBcel235
R64-1-1

GRCh38.p12
Pan tro 3.0
GRCm38.p6
Rnor 6.0
ARS-UCD1.2
Oar v3.1
GRCz11
BDGP6
WBcel235
R64

GRCh38.95
Pan tro 3.0.95
GRCm38.95
Rnor 6.0.95
ARS-UCD1.2.95
Oar v3.1.95
GRCz11.95
BDGP6.95
WBcel235.95
R64-1-1.95

692 045
331 247
558 632
294 727
285 565
162 972
287 990
97 834
94 890
16 873

II #
Ref #

Homo sapiens
Pan troglodytes
Mus musculus
Rattus norvegicus
Bos taurus
Ovis aries
Danio rerio
Drosophila melanogaster
Caenorhabditis elegans
Saccharomyces cerevisiae S288c

Genome assembly
Species

Table 1. OpenProt (v1.6) prediction pipeline output

NCBI RefSeq

Annotations

Ensembl

Total #

ORFeome (both annotations)

Species

Predicted AltProt
(OP v1.3), now
RefProt
(OP v1.6) (#)

Interestingly, out of the newly included RefProts, 90 in
NCBI RefSeq and 1835 in Ensembl had a length of ≤100
codons. These numbers reflect the efforts from the small
ORF and alternative ORF community to foster annotation of these functional yet overlooked proteins (16,17,24).
Thus, in humans 736 novel isoforms and 69 AltProts annotated in the OpenProt initial release are now RefProts since
they have been included in annotations (NCBI RefSeq, Ensembl and/or UniProt). For example, the protein previously annotated IP 211724 in the initial release of OpenProt (https://openprot.org/p/savedSearch/jCa) was detected
and described (renamed altDDIT3) in a publication building on OpenProt data (7). Consequently, the protein was
included in the Ensembl annotation (ENSP00000494177)
and in UniProt (A0A2R8YD15) in 2018, and became a RefProt in the latest OpenProt release (https://openprot.org/p/
savedSearch/kCa). The numbers of AltProts and novel isoforms that have been included in NCBI RefSeq, Ensembl
and/or UniProt since the initial release of OpenProt, across
all supported species, are listed in Table 2.
ORF calling from ribosome profiling datasets
In its initial release, OpenProt only reported evidence of
translation for ORFs starting with an AUG. Yet pervasive
translation with alternative start codons is increasingly reported by the community (14–17), with up to 83% of the
sORF repository consisting of non-AUG small ORFs (28).
The latest release of OpenProt now integrates data-driven
annotation of non-AUG initiating codons. The pipeline of
analysis for ribosome profiling datasets (RIBO-seq) uses the
PRICE algorithm (21), which can accurately predict nonAUG start ORFs (Supplementary Material S1). Briefly,
PRICE uses a logistic regression model to accurately predict initiating codons in RIBO-seq data, whether the dataset
is enriched or not for initiating ribosomes. PRICE thus reconstitutes a set of codons most likely to yield the observed
reads. We observed that when including all codons as possible initiation sites, the P-value of the reported ORF would
increase as the overlap with the ORF predicted by OpenProt
decreases (Supplementary Material S2). In PRICE, the Pvalue is the result of a generalized binomial test; thus, it in-
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dicates the confidence of that ORF not being attributable to
noise. As the length of the ORF decreases, it is expected to
be more difficult to distinguish true translation event from
noise. In order to only annotate the most confident alternative initiation starts, we set the following filters based on
our observation (Supplementary Material S2): any codon
as initiating codon, and an overlap of the ORF candidate
with the ORF predicted by OpenProt above 70%. Using
these new filters, almost half a million (488 231) translation
events could be retrieved in human datasets, corresponding
to 33 836 ORFs across OpenProt.
Peptide unicity in MS datasets
Unique and recurrent peptide detection in datasets of MSbased proteomics is considered a gold standard evidence of
novel protein expression (1,34). However, the characterization of a unique peptide is often dependent on the database
used at the time of the analysis. In classical MS analyses, a
peptide is considered unique if it matches to one and only
one protein. However, if a protein is not included in the
database, it will not be taken into account in the evaluation of the unicity of the peptide. In the initial release of
OpenProt, we ensured unicity by using an exhaustive proteome derived from both NCBI RefSeq and Ensembl annotations, as well as UniProt (24). Yet, as mentioned earlier,
annotations evolve and with that the proteomic landscape.
In the latest OpenProt release, we ensured a control of peptide unicity from MS datasets through time and releases. At
each OpenProt release, the set of peptides mapped from all
MS datasets to proteins is rescanned for protein assignation
enforcing the OpenProt assignation rules. (i) When a peptide matches to multiple protein sequences from different
genes, it is discarded. (ii) When a peptide matches to multiple protein sequences from the same gene, with at least one
of the proteins being a RefProt, the peptide is given to the
RefProt(s) only. (iii) When a peptide matches multiple AltProts or novel isoforms but not RefProts, the peptide is assigned to all AltProts and novel isoforms. Using such rules,
OpenProt reports MS-based evidence of expression of novel
proteins (AltProts and novel isoforms) only if the detected
peptide does not match any known protein.
Furthermore, during this control of peptide unicity, the
isobaric residues leucine and isoleucine are treated as undistinguishable. For example, the peptide EIGNLISDAMK
was called by our SearchGUI/PeptideShaker MS pipeline
to support the identification of IP 658154 (HSPD1P7).
However, this peptide only differs by its leucine from the
canonical protein of the parental gene HSPD1, which contains the peptide EIGNIISDAMK. Thus, this peptide was
re-assigned as EIGNIISDAMK to the RefProt (P10809).
MS statistics to guide data interpretation
Based on the OpenProt pipeline and stringent peptide assignation criteria regarding novel proteins, one must realize
that not all predicted AltProts or novel isoforms are detectable by MS (35). To help the OpenProt users with the
interpretation of an MS score of 0, we added MS coverage
statistics to the MS tab of the details page for each protein.
The coverage statistics tab contains the number of independent datasets in which the protein was detected, the number

of unique peptides detected across all datasets and the number of peptide spectrum matches across all datasets. Alongside these metrics, the theoretical and current coverages by
MS for each given protein are indicated (named possible
sequence coverage and detected sequence coverage, respectively). The theoretical coverage is calculated from all possible tryptic peptides that would fit the OpenProt criteria to
be assigned: a minimal length of seven amino acids, a maximal mass of 4600 Da and peptide unicity given the protein type (RefProt, novel isoform or AltProt). Thus, in H.
sapiens 44 350 of OpenProt annotated proteins would not
be detectable by MS, 13 595 in P. troglodytes, 31 275 in M.
musculus, 11 311 in R. norvegicus, 11 454 in B. taurus, 8592
in O. aries, 15 294 in D. rerio, 1575 in D. melanogaster, 2267
in C. elegans and 245 in S. cerevisiae S288c.
A summary of experimental detections across all species
supported by OpenProt is provided in Table 3 and general
statistics are now provided in the About page of the OpenProt website (https://openprot.org/p/about; Supplementary
Material S3) alongside a link to a stand-alone, freely accessible version of the script for calculating MS statistics.
Identification of similarities of coding sequences within genes
In this OpenProt update, the relationships between proteins from a same gene are now reported. In order to predict proteins as isoforms, OpenProt evaluates the protein sequence identity between proteins from a same gene using an
all-versus-all BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool)
(36). OpenProt reports proteins as isoforms if the result of
their BLAST search yields a bit score over 40 for an overlap
over 50% of the queried sequence, as previously published
(37,38). The bit score was chosen as it is dependent on the
size of the alignment, but not on the size of the database
used. Thus, the higher the bit score, the better the sequence
similarity. This isoform feature allows the user to grasp the
complexity brought by alternative splicing and by the polycistronic nature of a transcript. For example, the AltProt
IP 191523 from the PIDD1 gene is related to six other AltProts from different transcripts of the PIDD1 gene. These
range from 284 amino acids (IP 191530) to 109 (IP 784984)
(Figure 2A). In parallel, the canonical protein of the same
transcript (ENSP00000416801) has eight isoforms ranging
from 934 amino acids (XP 005253063) to 526 (Q9HB75-5).
Furthermore, OpenProt now also displays for novel isoforms (accessions starting with II ) the RefProt(s) responsible for the annotation as isoform instead of AltProt. This information is displayed at the top of the details page for each
novel isoform and in detail in the isoforms tab. For example,
the novel isoform II 794710 is annotated isoform because
of four RefProts sharing identical genomic coordinates
(start and/or end) and a sequence identity over 20% of the
protein length. These are NP 001310470, NP 071322 and
XP 005270110 from NCBI RefSeq, and ENSP00000359149
from Ensembl (Figure 2B).
Database development
All data are generated using in-house Perl (version 5.18.2)
and Python (version 3.6.9) scripts and stored in a PostgreSQL database (version 9.6). All re-analysed MS and ri-

Sp = number of species evaluated for orthology relationships (not counting the queried species); St = number of studies re-analysed by OpenProt; Ref = currently annotated CDS (RefORF); II =
novel isoforms of known CDS; IP = novel CDS from alternative ORF (AltORF); N/A = when no dataset has been re-analysed for this species yet (OpenProt release 1.2). Conservation evidence =
all proteins with at least one ortholog in at least one species. Translation evidence = all ORFs detect in at least one detection by PRICE analysis of RIBO-seq data. Protein evidence = all proteins with
at least one unique peptide in at least one study.
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Table 3. OpenProt (v1.6) evidence collection output
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bosome profiling studies are accessible from the Help page
(https://openprot.org/p/help; Supplementary Material S4).
USER INTERFACE UPDATES
Summary of the features presented in the initial release
At the time of the initial release, the OpenProt website provided three interfaces: a genome browser, a search page
and a platform for downloads. The genome browser enables
rapid lookup of all transcripts, proteins and detected peptides for a specific genomic region, while the search interface is designed for exploration of specific genes, transcripts
and/or proteins. The platform for downloads allows custom
retrieval of any data on the OpenProt resource as tsv, fasta
or bed files (24,35). Each predicted ORF and encoded protein annotated in OpenProt has its own page that contains
a genome browser centred on the dedicated ORF alongside
all supporting information. All data from the initial release
are still present on the website (under the release number
1.3); however, as genome annotations evolve, so does OpenProt, and we strongly encourage using the latest OpenProt
release.
Novel OpenProt web interface
The OpenProt resource is hosted at www.openprot.org since
its initial release. The graphics of the website have, however,
considerably changed for a more user-friendly and graphical interface. The home page (https://openprot.org/) now
hosts a presentation of the project with tutorials and visual
explanations. The query interface has been updated with
an additional advanced search filter. The users can now filter results for specific MS or ribosome profiling datasets
(Figure 1). Furthermore, a novel interface has been added
for the submission of MS or ribosome profiling datasets to
be analysed by OpenProt. This novel submission platform
allows users to query their datasets for unannotated proteins, independently of their bioinformatics skills or computational resources. To ensure the quality of the data inserted into the OpenProt database, users first have to deposit their data into public repositories, the PRIDE archive
(39) or ProteomeXchange (40) for MS datasets and Gene
Omnibus (41) for ribosome profiling ones. After submission, the parameters are validated by the members of the
OpenProt team prior to the analysis with the OpenProt
pipeline (24) (Supplementary Material S1). Upon completion of the analysis, the results are sent to the users and
the data are stored to be inserted in the next OpenProt release. For computational reasons, releases will be launched
when 10 datasets are ready for implementation, or if it is 60
days since a dataset has been analysed. The Help page and
contents have been updated to support this new interface
(https://openprot.org/p/help; Supplementary Material S5).
Website development
The OpenProt web platform was built using the Flask
framework (version 1.1.2) and developed using HTML,
SQL and JavaScript. The OpenProt website uses an HTTPS
protocol to ensure protection of personal information.
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Figure 2. Annotation of novel protein relationships in OpenProt. (A) Content of the isoforms tab from the details page for IP 191523 on OpenProt
(v1.6––available here). The protein accession always sits at the top left corner of the page. The isoform tab displayed here is the last tab of the page. The
number indicated at the top corresponds to the number of identified isoforms. The tab contains a protein tree where nodes correspond to unique protein
sequences present in OpenProt and are coloured based on their identity to the looked-up protein (here, IP 191523). Each node is accompanied by the
corresponding protein accession. By clicking on the protein accession, a pop-up window (represented in dotted boxes) appears with the results of the
BLAST search. (B) Content of the top of the isoforms tab from the details page for II 794710 on OpenProt (v1.6––available here). The protein accession
always sits at the top left corner of the page. In the case of novel isoforms (accession starting with II ), a phrase under the accession indicates the RefProts
responsible for the novel isoform annotation (circled in a red dotted line). The top of the isoform tab, displayed here, will thus contain an additional table.
This table contains the accession of the RefProts responsible for the isoform annotation of the looked-up protein (here, II 794710), and the associated
reason. Please note that because the filter for a novel protein to be annotated as novel isoform is more inclusive than that of the prediction of related
proteins from the same gene, the RefProts listed in the table may not appear in the predicted isoform tree.
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OpenProt is accessible via all major web browsers supporting JavaScript, such as Safari, Firefox, Chrome or Internet
Explorer. All pages can be viewed on mobiles, but the interfaces have been optimized for display on computers or
tablets.
DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON TO EXISTING RESOURCES
The inaccuracies of current genome annotations
have been increasingly reported in the last decades
(1,4,14,28,29,42,43), and the OpenProt resource has offered a systematic approach to mend the gap between
annotations and experimental data (24,35). OpenProt annotates thousands of novel predicted proteins supported by
experimental evidence and functional predictions. As our
pipeline evolves and more RIBO-seq and MS datasets are
constantly added to the database, evidence for functional
yet unannotated proteins is growing. At the time of this
manuscript, the OpenProt resource lists 1477 novel proteins
(AltProts or novel isoforms) in humans that were detected
by both ribosome profiling and MS. Out of these, 935
are located on at least one mRNA that contains another
annotated coding sequence. These numbers highlight not
only the need for resources like the OpenProt database,
but also the polycistronic nature of eukaryotic transcripts.
Indeed, in each species for which OpenProt re-analysed at
least one MS dataset and one ribosome profiling dataset,
novel proteins detected by both methods and encoded
in at least one mRNA containing another annotated
sequence were reported. In particular, 98 were reported in
M. musculus, 35 in R. norvegicus, 23 in C. elegans, 16 in D.
melanogaster, 4 in S. cerevisiae and 2 in D. rerio. As the
number of available datasets for these species increases, we
expect these numbers of detection to rise.
To the best of our knowledge, OpenProt was the first
database to fully endorse a polycistronic model of eukaryotic genome annotation. OpenProt differs from other small
ORF databases (16,17) in that it does not uphold a maximum length threshold (below 100 codons for smORFs); it
allows for multiple ORFs per transcript, supports two transcriptome annotations and allows for the identification and
detection of novel isoforms of annotated proteins. Thus,
OpenProt reaches a deeper ORF annotation throughout the
genome. Furthermore, OpenProt now supports data submission to be analysed using the pipeline of OpenProt and
with the results returned to the users. To the best of our
knowledge, other small ORF databases do not offer this service although they may accept data suggestions (16).
In addition, OpenProt differentiates itself from UniProt
(27) or NextProt (44) as it provides a genome browser and
implements a polycistronic annotation model. Notwithstanding, as UniProt and NextProt are well-established proteomic resources, when a novel protein regroups sufficient
evidence to meet UniProt and NextProt annotation requirements, it becomes a RefProt in the OpenProt database
with the UniProt accession for ease of translation between
databases. This symbiotic behaviour is exemplified by hundreds of novel proteins that have been annotated in NCBI
RefSeq, Ensembl and/or UniProt since the first release of
OpenProt (Table 2).

With the necessity of careful curation for the annotation
of novel proteins comes the need for thorough and meticulous groundwork that annotation consortia are not designed to conduct (1,3,4). OpenProt and other small ORF
resources are thus of upmost importance to foster less
serendipitous discoveries of novel proteins and further our
understanding of biological questions.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Since its initial release (24), the OpenProt website counted
over 36 000 visits and about 3000 downloads. The resource
was used in 17 publications to discover novel proteins (5
of these were from our lab or collaborators) (30–32,45–57).
This shows the OpenProt resource answered a need of the
scientific community. The OpenProt development is heavily
driven by suggestions from the community and recommendations of new features, species or experimental evidence
are always welcome. These can be submitted via the OpenProt discussion forum.
The OpenProt pipeline is automated so that iGenomes
updates and releases of NCBI RefSeq, Ensembl and/or
UniProt are taken into account. The data are updated at the
beginning of every odd year to ease management of computational resources access. OpenProt is a release-based platform, developed in accordance to the FAIR guiding principles for scientific data management and stewardship (58).
This ensures an up-to-date, continuous availability of all
OpenProt data through time. Furthermore, the shareable
links created from the ‘Share’ feature at the top of the results table on the query interface are also release-based and
persistent in time. This allows the inclusion of such links in
publications for an exact snapshot of the OpenProt annotation at the time. All of the scripts behind OpenProt are
available upon reasonable requests to the authors. Standalone scripts related to the mining of OpenProt data are
available in the About page, under the Related Scripts section (https://openprot.org/p/about).
In future releases, OpenProt aims to tackle remaining
challenges. For example, OpenProt is currently developing cutting-edge machine learning algorithms (e.g. convolutional neural networks) to more accurately predict coding sequences throughout genomes. Using such algorithms,
OpenProt aims to insert ORFs shorter than 30 codons while
avoiding spurious annotations. Furthermore, new tools and
features will be added, such as a mass spectra viewer for evidence of protein detection, visualization of ribosomal coverage on the genome browser, networks of detected protein–
protein interactions from affinity purification MS experiments and integration of genomic variants.
The quantity and quality of data provided by OpenProt
along with its ease of use and transparent data availability
hold potential to make it a long-lasting and popular proteogenomic resource.
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Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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